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The author is grateful to J. Scherk for encouraging him to publish his work on period mappings. He also expresses his gratitude to M. Spivakovski for the help in correcting the English of this note. be a Cartesian product of complex manifolds with reference points 0 such that dim S = dim T+ 1 = m, dim Z = dim X+ l = n + m+ I and n, q are submersions. Furthermore, let S } and 6 l be holomorphic nonsingular vector fields on S and Z respectively, such that If a Hamiltonian system F is given, we shall identify X with a hypersurface of Z given by For convenience let us choose a coordinate system t = (t i9 t') = (t l9 t 2 ->.-., t m ) for S such that Vi = ^ ^^, = 0, / = 2,..., m. Then (z, r) = (z 0 ,..., z ;i , / 1? ..., fj, (z, r') = (z 0 ,..., z n9 t 2 ,..., t m ) and t' = (t 2 ,..., t m ) are coordinates for Z, X and S respectively and (^ and ^ are described by -= -in these coordinates.
01]
There is an 0 r -homomorphism, which does not depend on the choice of coordinates above.
Definition. The Hamiltonian system F is called a universal unfolding of /, if (1.3.1) is bijective. In this case, ^ naturally inherits a 7r*0 s -algebra structure of q*@c> The product in the algebra will be denoted by *. Namely, where Fj is a function on X defined by F = t i -F 1 . These modules are @ sfree modules of rank \JL. There are natural injective homomorphisms, which we regard as inclusions, Let us denote by {Q the image of C e Oj|^ in Q^/s-The module (2^J is 0 c -free of rank 1 . We shall denote it by Q F for short. Then one has the short exact sequences of ^-modules :
(1. Define an 0 r -symmetrie bilinear form,
One sees easily that the above J F is well-defined independently of the coordinates z 0 , . . . , z n . Furthermore, i) As an 0 T -bilinear form J F is non-degenerate.
ii) The multiplication by an element of q*@ c is self-adjoint with respect to J F .
iii) The above i) and ii) imply the existence of a non-degenerate 0 r -bilinear form,
Hence we have an d? r -isomorphism, 9 which is independent of the coordinates z 0 ,..., z n . Then through Jf of (2.1.2), this element corresponds to jU-tr., where tr. : q*O c~* ®T is the usual trace morphism.
(2.2) Roughly speaking, our aim now is the following. The bilinear form J F of (2.1.1) is defined on the principal symbol q*Q F of n*3F ^0 i) It is obvious by Definition (2.2.1) that n*3F F is an 0 T <C<5l ^-module.
ii) n*^F has a Tz^^-module structure as follows:
iii) ^ 6 ^ operates on n^ F as follows: (2. 3) Let us denote by * the (^r-involution of ^rC^I^, such that 5f = -c^. Using above notations, we state our main theorem on the residue pairing. 
Then using the isomorphism (2.5.1), the same diagram as (2.4.2) holds for odd /.
(2.6) Note 2. In the previous notes [35] , [38], we have computed the higher residue pairing K F in the form of a power series in <5 l9
There we have represented the pairings K F~f c) explicitly using residues for small
, etc.
These representations of K ( f~k } by residues, were the reason why we call them the higher residue pairings. §3. Primitive Forms
In this paragraph, we give a definition of a primitive form C (0) and explain some elementary consequences of the existence of a primitive form. 
Examples. If F is a universal unfolding of a weighted homogeneous singularity of weights r 0 , r l9 ..., r n . Then F has naturally a C*-action so that Jf One may compactify the family X-*S to X-*S, so that the boundary E-X -X is a family of elliptic curves over S (see E. Looijenga [18] ). Since and an integer k e Z, let us denote,
The principal symbol of t; (k) is computed using (1.4.9) as follows: Through this isomorphism (which depends on £ (0) )> the structures on n (namely, the higher residue pairing K F , ^5 /I (0)-module structure and n*(9 smodule structure) should introduce some structures on ^O^rCC^i
First, the bilinear form J F of (2.1.1) induces a non-degenerate d? r -bilinear form on ^ via the 0 T -isomorphism r of (3.2.3),
To avoid complications, let us denote simply J instead of J 5 «». Then the pairing K F is described by a use of /, due to the orthogonality (3.1) ii) as follows:
Under the assumptions (3.1) 0), ii), the condition iii) is equivalent to the existence of a bi-additive map, (3.2.7)
F:^x3? -*<& s.t.
for 8 9 S'e Under the assumptions (3.1) 0), ii), the condition iv) is equivalent to the existence of an 0 T -endomorphism,
-fc-i^*-" for
It is easily to check the following relations, which determine V and N uniquely from {C<°>} eF(C, Q p ). The integrability of the connection V implies the following relations,
The metric property of V on K F ((2.3) Theorem iii)) implies
Obviously, (3.3.3) is the integrability condition on F and (3.3.4) means that Fis metric w.r.t. J. Furthermore, putting S" = § i in (3.3.2), we see that F is torsion free.
Hence the space of horizontal sections of F is a ^-dimensional C-vector space with a non-degenerate metric J, which is integrable by the bracket product [ , ] . Note that (3.3.6) F^O.
A function t on S which defines a linear functional on the horizontal space of V is called a flat coordinate (w.r.t. 0. A flat coordinate t is characterized by the following system of linear differential equations :
Including the constant function, (3.3.7) has /x+1 linearly independent solutions, which give affine coordinates on S. Flat coordinates are calculated for simple singularities in [10] The behaviour of K F with respect to the multiplication by ^ ((2.3) Theorem iv)) implies,
where N* is the adjoint of N w.r.t. the metric J.
Homogeneity (3.1) i) implies that 6 l is an eigenvector of N, Now (3.3.9) implies that N is a C-linear endomorphism of the horizontal vector space of V having the duality property (3.3.10). Hence the bracket product with E also induces a C-endomorphism of the space such that E + N = (r+l)id = 0(V (3.3.13)).
Definition. The eigenvalues of N will be called the exponents.
Note 1. It seems very probable that N is semi-simple such that the set of exponents coincides with the exponents defined by mixed Hodge structure. See J. Steenbrink [50] , M. Saito [45] [46].
Note 2. Let a l? ..., o^ be the exponents. To study the distribution of the exponents, we introduce the characteristic polynomial, It is easy to see that property (3.2.9) i) implies that co is a closed form. Choose a function T on S s.t. 
. A Reduction of the Existence of a Primitive Form to That of a Good Section
In this paragraph, we reduce the existence of a primitive form to that of a good section v (cf. (4.1) Definition and (4.3) Lemmas). The proof is based on a solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem on P l (C) due to B. Malgrange [23] [25] andBirkhoff [4] . The reader who wants to get to the period mapping as quickly as possible, might skip this paragraph to the next at the first reading. is a ^u-dimensional C-vector space with a C-endomorphism AT| r2/ and a nondegenerate inner product / F lo / xD fNote. If the Hamiltonian F is classical (i.e. r={0}), then the condition iii) of (4.1) Definition is void so that q*Q F is already the horizontal space. For the proof one has only to show the uniqueness of e 0 (an eigenvector of N in Qf which is invertible in q*Q F ) associated with a good section v. This can be shown if we show that the multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue r of N is equal to 1. This question seems closely related to the study of Lefschetz homomorphism on the mixed Hodge structure of the singularity of/.
(4.3) Now we are going to reduce the existence of a good section for F to the existence of a good section for the generating center F 0 of F, which is defined as follows.
Let F be a Hamiltonian system over (Z, X, S, T). For a given variety (T a , 0) with a holomorphic map a: (r a , 0)-»(T, 0), put 5 a =T a ®5, X x =T a ®X, Z a = T a ®Z. Then F\Z K defines a Hamiltonian system on the frame (Z a , X X9 5 a , T r a ), so that there exist natural isomorphisms [55] .
The morphism a* of (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) induces a map, If we show that v also satisfies ii) of (4.1) so that v is a good section for F 9 we will have shown the bijectivity of (4.3.4). This can be seen as follows. Since the section v is a lifting of a good section v 0 , we have (4.6) Example 1. Let / and # be functions with isolated critical points and f+g be their joint. Then the set of good sections for f+g is the direct product of these for /and g (cf.
[41] §5).
Example 2. Universal unfolding for a weighted homogeneous singularity has primitive forms. In this paragraph, we define a period mapping associated to a primitive form C (0) for a universal unfolding F of a hypersurface isolated singular point.
It will be defined using solutions of a certain self-dual holonomic system ^( n/2) .
On the period domain, the flat function i introduced in (3.4.2) plays the role of a kernel function (cf. (5.8)). A comparison with the conventional period mapping (for instance, the one used in [18] ) is given in (5.9). The only cases, in which the period mapping and its inversion are relatively well-understood, are the simple singularities and the simple elliptic singularities. In the latter case, there are studies by E. Looijenga [18] 
For symmetry of the defining equations for^s ) , let us introduce some additional equations. 
As a consequence of these relations, one can prove the following Proof. Note that JVg is equal to the cone of the embedding of C into T* by xe Ci-><p(x),-<x),..., e T$ (for instance cf. Teissier [51] ).
On the other hand, the Assertion says that the singular support of ^f (s) is defined by the ideal generated by principal symbols 0 (P(d, d') To show that this is well-defined, we need to verify that Here we used the following notation and relations for the proof: 
Corollary. An element of H n (X t , Z) is an invariant cycle iff it is represented by weSol(^(
0) ) which is a polynomial in t l of degree less than or equal to n. ) are defined as follows. Let S t and X f be suitable neighbourhoods of p t in S, and qi'-= (p~1(pi) n C in X and Z f = S i xX f . Then F f : = F| z . defines a Hamiltonian system whose set of singular points C t = C n -Y/ consists only of ordinary double points, (i. Proof. By the Riemann extension theorem it is enough to extend the period map and to show the biregularity only at smooth points of D, which can be easily done by using F t in (5.6).
2) The cotangent space of E is naturally identified with the vector space d Sol • (-} (<Jf^2') to . Hence the non-degenerate bilinear form I n/2 on the space induces a bilinear map, In particular, for linear coordinate w l5 ... 5 u^ of £, (I n/2 (du h duj))-^ is a constant matrix with non zero determinant, and for a flat coordinate system t,,..., *" of S, det(/,, /2 (^,, dtj)) l} = A (cf. (1.7) ).
Thus the Jacobian of the map a: §-»S is calculated as Then this extension defines a family of polarized Abelian varieties over the upper half plane Elf -JU jy={TeC:IrnT>0} on which a finite Weyl group W/Tis acting, which was studied by E. Looijenga [18] [20] .
